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Abstract
What is the proper focus of interaction design? Is it more about people or about the activities in which they engage?
Psychologist and usability guru Donald Norman has argued that to create better tools that support user perfor-
mance, designers need to turn to activity-centered approaches grounded in activity theory. To put activity theory
into practice, an appealing but loose conceptual framework needs to be transformed into a systematic discipline.
Activity modeling is a disciplined approach that focuses on the simple representation and organization of those
elements of human activity that are most relevant to informing and guiding an activity-centered design process.
This keynote will introduce activity modeling and show how it fits in the larger visual and interaction design process.
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information sciences, including the classic text, Structured Design, written with Ed Yourdon, and the award-winning
Software for Use, written with Lucy Lockwood. His papers have been widely reprinted and his books have been
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!This keynote was partially supported by Microsoft Portugal.
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